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Abstract
This paper discusses the use of a setting similar to co-training in automatic terminology processing. Two aspects of terms (internal aspect, i.e linguistics, and statistical properties; and external aspect, i.e. contexts) will be used interchangeably in a bootstrapping manner, in order to extract more and more terms and context patterns. The results show that, using only a small set of seed terms, the method can extract terms, with higher success rates than those of other methods. Further more, this method can also discover interesting context patterns, which can be used in other terminology processing applications.

1 Introduction
Automatic terminology processing has proved to be a necessity, when, together with a large number of scientific achievements, lightning-fast scientific communication using the Internet, new concepts, and terms, are introduced with an exponential speed. For example, within one year, 98,315 (10%!) more concepts, and 226,729 more names are added into UMLS Knowledge Sources(http://www.nlm.nih.gov/research/umls/)

Only automatic processes can help us handle this increasing amount of textual data from scientific communication.

In automatic terminology processing, it is not only important to extract terms\textsuperscript{1}, but also patterns that may reflect the meanings, or “position”, of those terms in a terminology.

In the search for methods of automatic terminology processing, co-training-like settings appear to be promising ones. Exploring an assumption that there are two different, independent aspects of the linguistic phenomenon “term”, using only a very small set of seed terms, the co-training setting can be used to extract instances of each aspect using the other one interchangeably and incrementally. In this paper, we will set up such an experiment, using “internal” term properties, such as part-of-speech sequence and statistical scores, and “external” term properties, i.e. context patterns as two independent aspects of “terms”, each of which will be used to extract more instants of the others, and the process will be then repeated for n iterations. Through this experiment, we try different “internal” and “external” properties, to identify which ones are more suitable for our purpose (which is to extract domain-specific terminology). The experiment shows that, among the 11 pattern heuristics introduced by (Riloff 1993), only 4 of them are suitable for our work. As a result, we introduce one more pattern heuristic, exploiting the output of FDG super tagger, “\textless noun_phrase\textgreater that/which verb”. This heuristic is proved to be very useful and productive. Further more, in addition to the \textless subject\textgreater active_verb pattern, which is sometimes too general, we use \textless subject\textgreater active_verb supplement instead, and the same with \textless subject\textgreater passive verb.

The experiment also shows that, when combine with other statistical scores, the method can improve the performance of general-purpose

\textsuperscript{1} In this paper, we consider terms as linguistic labels of domain-specific concepts.
automatic terminology processing methods. Not only terms are extracted, knowledge patterns, which can be used for further application of automatic terminology processing, are also among the context patterns identified by the proposed method. It also shows that the use of such general pattern heuristics can be applied for different domains. We try our method on two domains (chemistry and cancer research) to assert the domain-independent nature of the proposed method.

2 Related work.

There are two main branches of research which relate to this paper, one is co-training like settings, and the other is automatic terminology processing. The two will be discussed below.

2.1 Co-training-like settings

From the day the term co-training setting² was introduced (Blum and Mitchell 1997), more and more people are using them to solve different natural language processing problems. The methodology is widely used mainly because of its nature, which is to only use a small amount of annotated texts, then combine with a larger amount of un-annotated data and two fairly independent sets of features to “train” two separated classifiers, in a bootstrapping manner. At each round, more instances of each set of features are extracted using the previously trained classifier from the other current set of features. The process then is repeated for n iterations, and the number of instances extracted at each round is increased accordingly.

(Riloff and Jones 1999) classify noun phrases as negative or positive examples of locations, using the noun-phrase itself and the linguistic contexts as two sets of features. (de Sa and Ballard, 1998) use audio signal and video signal watching the speaker’s lips to cluster corresponding to the spoken phonemes in the data. (Nigam et. al. 2000) use a co-training setting to combine an Expectation Maximisation and a Bayes classifier in the task of text classification. Those are a few examples of the use of co-training settings in different tasks.

2.2 Automatic terminology processing

Recently, it is agreed that automatic terminology processing should not only be limited to extracting terms, but also other important information that relates to terms. In other words, the ultimate objective of automatic terminology processing is to build a terminology, which will include not only terms but also their descriptions, their friend terms, and their relations. Toward this direction, we can have work of (Meyer et. al. 2001), which showed that we could build a terminological knowledge based using different types of “knowledge patterns”. Sharing the same idea of “knowledge patterns”, but using different notions, (Paice and Black 2003) introduce a “three-pronged” approach, which combines linguistic, statistical and semantic features to extract terminology. In that work, semantic features are roughly equivalent to “knowledge patterns” as in the work of Meyer et. al. The bottleneck of this direction is that, “knowledge patterns” are still to be identified manually, thus making it a time-consuming, and domain-specific task. To solve this problem, (Ha 2003) suggested that we can look at textual data that are knowledge pattern-rich (i.e. glossaries), in order to quickly extract those necessary patterns.

Another direction is works by Ananiadou, Frantzi, Maynard and others on term clustering, in which the “position” of a term in a terminology is identified by its “friends”. In those works, extracted terms are clustered into groups, which can reveal the relations between different terms in the domain. If combined with the “knowledge pattern” approaches discussed above, we can expect to have a better representation of the “position” of an individual term in the terminology. In such a terminology different useful information about terms, such as information about their properties, their friends and their relations to those friends are presented.

3 The algorithm and its settings

3.1 The algorithm:

Similar to the one suggested by (Riloff 1999), we propose the following algorithm to extract terms and context patterns:

---

² In this paper, we share the classification of Mitchell when considering mutual bootstrapping methods proposed by Riloff as co-training setting.
1) \(i=0;\) \(\text{curNumContextRule}=m;\) 
\(\text{curNumTerm}=n;\)
2) Choose an initial set of terms as seeds.
3) Extract every context patterns around those \(T_i: \text{Ci}=C(T_i)\)
4) Sorting those \(\text{Ci}\) according to a sorting function. Assign \(\text{Ci} = \text{first curNumContextRule}\) ones of this sorted list.
5) Extract every term candidates using \(\text{Ci}: \text{Ti+1}=T(Ci)\)
6) Sorting those \(\text{Ti+1}\) based on a sorting function. Assign \(\text{Ti+1}=\text{first curNumTerm}\).
7) \(i=i+1;\) \(\text{curNumContextRule}+=\text{incrRule};\) 
\(\text{curNumTerm}+=\text{incrTerm};\) if \((i=\text{maxIteration})\) goto 8, else goto 3.
8) Print out context rules and terms.

The above algorithm looks simple but contains several problematic issues, which we will discuss below.

### 3.1.1 Context pattern heuristics

The first problem is the question of which context patterns we should use in this experiment, there is already one set of heuristics, proposed by (Riloff 1993), which contains eleven linguistic patterns, such as \(<\text{subject}>\) \(\text{active}_\text{verb}\); \(<\text{subject}>\) \(\text{passive}_\text{verb}\); \(\text{noun}_\text{prep} <\text{noun}_\text{phrase}>\); \(\text{verb}_\text{prep} <\text{noun}_\text{phrase}>\); etc (see the paper for the full list of those heuristics. A problem with those heuristics is that some of them are too specific, and some of the others are too general. For example, \(<\text{subject}>\) \(\text{be(verb)}\) is a very general, uninformative pattern.

Further more, there are still some overlooked patterns, such as the one with relative clauses. Observations show that relative clauses are widely used to describe concepts, and should therefore be considered as important patterns.

Another problem is that the set proposed by Riloff is not designed for terminology processing, but other lexical items, thus some patterns will not be useful.

Yet another issue that should be addressed is that of how, and where to get the required syntactic information, in some case when there is a distance between subject and verb? Luckily, the shallow parser we use provides such information, and this experiment (FDG shallow parser (Tapanainen and Jarvinen 1997)) can also be considered as an extrinsic evaluation of this parser.

### 3.1.2 Sorting function

Sorting functions for terms and context patterns can be considered as classifiers as in other co-training settings. Sorting functions play an important part in the proposed algorithm, because it will decide how well the process can discover more and more reliable instances of term candidates and context patterns. A poor sorting function will lead to very poor results, because of the bootstrapping nature of the algorithm. Because of the different natures of context patterns and terms themselves, there should be one distinct function for each of them. A function for context patterns will have to make sure that we can extract informative ones, whereas for terms, it (the function) should be closely related to other termhood measures.

### 3.1.3 Initial states and parameters

Initial states and parameters seem to be less important than other issues, but still, questions such as: how the process will react to different initial sets of terms and parameters, or how carefully one has to be to choose the initial seeds, should be addressed. Because of the nature of the algorithm, as showed in (Riloff 1999), that tends to extract items which are semantically close to the seeds terms, ideally such an initial set of terms should cover different semantic classes in the domain (such as chemical compounds, processes, methods, properties etc. in the domain of chemistry).

The same question can be raised with other parameters, (i.e. \(\text{incrRule}; \text{incrTerm}; \text{maxIteration}\)). Preferably, the number of rules should increase more slowly than the number of terms, and the number of iterations has to be not too large or too small.

All the above three issues will be practically addressed in the next section, where details of the experiment are described.

### 4 The experiment, results and discussions

#### 4.1 Domains, corpora, evaluation data

In order to perform the experiment, we have collected two sets of data, one is in the domain
of chemistry, where we collected different introduction-to-intermediate-level texts from the internet (the whole corpus contains about 350,000 words); the other is in the domain of cancer research, where the texts come from the website: [http://www.cancerhelp.co.uk](http://www.cancerhelp.co.uk) (450,000 words). The level of communication of those texts is from expert to reader of intermediate level of knowledge about cancer. The reason to choose these texts is that they contain more “textual data”, and less “technical data” (i.e. figures, formulas, equations, etc.) which can not be processed by NLP techniques with high accuracy.

Within each domain, we collected a glossary, which can serve as evaluation data (as we will discuss below, this evaluation data can not be considered as gold standard, but only a reference point for the performance of the proposed method).

4.2 Evaluation scheme.

Evaluation is the bottleneck of automatic terminology processing. Expert opinions are expensive and time consuming. Using available resources is not a perfect solution. Available resources are often incomplete, or even faulty, for example, a chemistry glossary includes “carbon dioxide”, but not “chlorine dioxide”, whereas both should either be or not be considered as terms. Even carefully built terminologies, such as UMLS ([http://www.nlm.nih.gov/research/umls/](http://www.nlm.nih.gov/research/umls/)), have certain inconsistencies and errors. This dilemma leads us to a strategy of two-stage evaluation. In stage one, where we try different parameters optimising the performance, to ensure the speed of the process, we use the glossary and UMLS database as gold standards, to observe the effects of different factors relatively. After having the optimised set of parameters, human opinions and corpus evidence will be used in the final evaluation, where a term candidate can be considered as a correct term if there is corpus evidence that it appears in contexts that reflect the importance of the candidate in the terminology of the domain. (a chemical compound is used in some process, or a name of a type of cancer).

With regard to the patterns, we calculate the ranks of extracted patterns from this experiment using the score suggested by (Ha 2003), to observe the relation between the two unrelated methods.

4.3 Detailed setting of the algorithms

In this subsection, we will discuss the detailed setting of algorithm, and how we decide which ones to be used in the final version of the experiment.

4.3.1 Term-related issues

Our experiments show that 99% of the terms appear in both glossaries have part-of-speech sequences satisfying the regular expression ((A[N]+|(A[N]*)((N P) (A[N]+) N, which is suggested by (Justeson and Katz 1995). Thus this pattern will be used to filter term candidates. Syntactical dependencies and functions given by FDG shallow parser will be used when syntactic information is needed. For example, given that we have the pattern <subject> contain, and notice the verb “contain” in a sentence, we will 1) find the noun which is marked as subject of “contain”; and 2) find the longest sequence of (not longer than 5 words) that contains this noun and satisfy Justeson’s pattern. This item, then, will be considered as a term candidate.

For the purpose of sorting term candidates (see section (3.1.2), it is noted that other “termhood” functions may be useful. But due to the time restriction, we only try two simple ones, and in both cases, the performances are improved comparing to when we only use those termhood measurements alone. We hope that this behaviour will be the same with other termhood measurements. The two scores we use are 1) frequency and 2) C-Value (Frantzi and Annanidou 1998). We only calculate those scores on and relative to the extracted term candidates. Table 3 compares the performance of the four settings.

4.3.2 Pattern-related issues

The investigation into which pattern heuristics should be used unearths some interesting observations. Firstly, the term/non-term discrimination power of certain general patterns, such as <subject> be; <subject> have etc. is very low, thus if we still want to use those pattern, we will have to extend them into more specific patterns, like <subject> be
object/complement (is stable; is a gas; etc). A systematic way to identify which patterns are too general is to run the program, and then identify patterns with significantly high frequencies, and try to construct more specific pattern heuristics from them. The fact that a pattern has a high frequency shows that may be we can benefit more from a more specific pattern rather than this general one.

Experiments also show that patterns like active_verb prep <noun_phrase>; passive_verb prep <noun_phrase>; passive_verb <object> actually reduce the performance rather than improve it. Those patterns are also eliminated from the final version of the program.

Table 1: Pattern heuristics that are proved to be reliable and used in the final experiment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pattern heuristics</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1: Noun Prep</td>
<td>property of…; treatment for…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2: &lt;Subject&gt; active_verb</td>
<td>… contain; … include</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3: &lt;subject&gt; passive verb</td>
<td>… are used; … is formed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4: active_verb &lt;object&gt;</td>
<td>contain; … call …</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5: &lt;noun_phrase&gt; rel pron verb</td>
<td>… that is; … which contain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6: &lt;subject&gt; active_verb supplement</td>
<td>… consist of; … is important</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7: &lt;subject&gt; pass_verb supplement</td>
<td>… is used in; … is defined as</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: The effects of different pattern heuristics on the number of correct terms extracted.
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Table 2: The effects of different pattern heuristics on the number of correct terms extracted.

A sorting function for patterns is a difficult issue. In some way, this sorting function acts as a “classifier” which identifies good patterns among pattern candidates. Unlike terms, where we have different “termhood” scores, we do not have any reliable “patternhood” measurements. Can we simply use frequency as a patternhood measure? Through the experiment, the answer is no, and the reason is that, a high frequency pattern is not always the informative and productive pattern. A sorting function for patterns should take into account that a pattern needs not to be abundant, but to be productive, and informative. Thus we should use an information-related function such as entropy, or the one suggested by (Riloff and Jones 1999). Our hypothesis is that a good pattern should be an informative one, which leads to the use of entropy as a sorting function. Thus the score for a pattern j is calculated as its entropy

\[ H_j = \sum p_i \log(p_i) \]

where \( p_i \) is the count of the term candidate i predicted by pattern j, \( \sum p_i \) is the total count of term candidates predicted by pattern j. \( T_j \) is the set of term candidates predicted by the pattern j. This formula is more general than the one used by Riloff, with only the number of term candidates predicted rather than the distribution of them being used. This score favours patterns that appear around a large number of terms indiscriminately rather than the ones only appear (heavily) around a small number of terms.

4.3.3 Initial seeds and other issues

From experiments, we get an impression that we do not have to choose the initial seeds very carefully. We only have to make sure they cover different semantic classes in the domain. It is also showed that, when the number of seed terms is increased, the performance does not improve significantly, which suggests that the algorithm, in this situation, is, in fact, converse. Because of the size of our corpus, it is not advisable to use too many iterations. We also set the incrRule at 5 and incrTerm at 20. Seed terms for chemistry are: carbon dioxide, resonance stabilization, acidic solution, atom, bleach, electron, crystallization, hydroxide, covalent bond, ionic compound, qualitative analysis, absorption spectrum, triglyceride,
intermolecular force, compound, nitrogen; and for cancer research are: abdominal radiotherapy, aminoglutethamide, antiangiogenic drug, cyclophosphamide, liver cancer, lymphokine, placebo effect, second cancer, chemotherapy, endoscopy, follicular mixed cell, relaxation exercise, ultrasound scan, affected lymph node, bowel motion.

4.4 Final Results

After fine-tuning the parameters of the algorithm accordingly, we run the program on the two corpora described in section 4.1, and the results are showed in tables 3 and 4.

In Table 3, we compare the accuracy of extracted term candidates (using the evaluation scheme discussed in section 4.2) of methods: 1) only using frequency; 2) using Cvalue; 3) co-training which uses frequency as the sorting function for term candidates, and 4) co-training which uses Cvalue, in the two domains. As we can see, the use of the co-training setting improves the performance in both cases, both domains. The improvement is about 6 to 8% of the accuracy rate.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Fre+</th>
<th>CValue+</th>
<th>Fre+ cotrain</th>
<th>CValue+ cotain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>chem</td>
<td>#c</td>
<td>total</td>
<td>#c total</td>
<td>#c total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>782</td>
<td>1341</td>
<td>850 1395</td>
<td>957 1439</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>58</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cancer</td>
<td>#c</td>
<td>total</td>
<td>#c total</td>
<td>#c total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1239</td>
<td>2484</td>
<td>987 2375</td>
<td>1331 2323</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: final results (#c: the number of correct terms extracted).

Table 4 shows patterns extracted and best term candidates identified by them, the first number in brackets show the pattern type (see table 1); and the last number in brackets is the rank of the pattern using the method suggested by (Ha 2003). The patterns identified by the method, in both domains, are somehow similar to the knowledge patterns extracted by Ha’s method. This suggests that, patterns identified by the method proposed in the paper are not just patterns, but may also contain domain knowledge, and can be used in future automatic terminology processing applications.

5 Conclusion, and future direction

The experiments show that, with some adjustments, the co-training (or mutual bootstrapping) settings can be applied in the field of automatic terminology processing. In fact, it improves the success rate of automatic term extraction, and can be used to tackle problems of identifying both terms and knowledge patterns for further applications. But there are a lot of issues still to be addressed, both in the co-training setting itself and in this particular application of the setting. For example, which will be the optimised classifiers for this application. In the experiment, we use certain sorting functions as classifiers, but will other classifiers work better? Another issue is whether the set of pattern heuristics used is optimised, or some heuristics will have to be more specific/generalised. Yet another issue that has not been addressed in this paper is a mechanism to have more “control” of the extracted patterns and term candidates at each round, something like meta-bootstrapping, which, in the end, is about designing better sorting functions for both terms and patterns. Those are some of the possible future directions the research will take.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chemistry</th>
<th>Cancer research</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>which be (5): (best terms: orbital, density distribution, electron configuration ...) (6)</td>
<td>that be (5): treatment, cancer, lymph node, tumour, genetic code (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>be in (6): chlorine, outer electron, nitrogen, ion, sodium, particle, oxygen. (148)</td>
<td>information about (1): specific side effect, different type*, survival rate, ct scan, mri scan (-)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>that be (5): solution, element, reaction, substance, molecule (6)</td>
<td>symptom of (1): brain tumour, lung cancer, secondary breast cancer, advanced cancer (40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>represent (4): mole, ion, layer of plane, concentration, mass, molecule in equation, repulsion (50)</td>
<td>be likely (6): cancer, doctor, woman, treatment, high grade cancer, (159)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>concentration of (1): hydrogen ion, charge density, weak acid, magnesium nitrate, saturated solution (17)</td>
<td>use (4): wave, system, painkiller, magnetism, x-ray (21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>amount of (1): energy, solute, reactant, charge density, electron density, electron charge, phosphate ion (2)</td>
<td>be a type (6): ct scan, malignant melanoma, humeral replacement surgery, lymphoma (31)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mole of (1): solute, gas, hcl, water, nitrogen, gas particle, acetylene, solute per liter, sodium nitrate (3)</td>
<td>treatment with (1): bone marrow, 5fu, trastuzumab, doxorubicin, (13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>change in (1): concentration, state, oxidation state, dipole moment, (6)</td>
<td>risk of (1): breast cancer, infection, severe infection, bacterial infection. (6)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: patterns extracted and best term candidates identified by them